Compensation in the number of presynaptic dense projections and synaptic vesicles in remaining parallel fibres following cerebellar lesions.
Our previous investigations demonstrated an increase in the size of remaining synaptic sites as an intermediate or possible alternative to sprouting plasticity. The total amount of postsynaptic contact area remained relatively constant for each target neuron even though there was a marked decrease in the number of sites on these neurons. In addition, enlarged boutons containing numerous synaptic vesicles were positioned adjacent to enlarged postsynaptic sites. The question posed by this study was to determine whether dense projections, parts of the presynaptic grids of the remaining parallel fibres, spread to cover the enlarged postsynaptic sites, or if the number of these densities increased on each site to maintain the structural organization of the presynaptic grid. In addition, the number of synaptic vesicles per bouton was quantitated to determine whether they compensated by increasing their number in relationship to the increased area of the presynaptic grid. The number of parallel fibre synapses on Purkinje cells was reduced by transection of a narrow bundle of parallel fibres accompanied by a small lesion undercutting the molecular layer to destroy granule cells contributing to this bundle. The number of presynaptic dense projections was quantitated in control and lesioned preparations (using ethanolic acid staining) in order to determine their correlation to the area of each site. In addition, the average number of synaptic vesicles in boutons was compared to the average size of boutons and the average contact area of the synaptic sites. At 3 to 7 days following partial deafferentation of Purkinje cells in adult rats, the density of dense projections of parallel fibre synapses on Purkinje cell spines remained uniform. This occurred throughout a range of reduction in the number of synapses in conjunction with a reciprocal increase in the size of sites. The finding of a uniform density of these projections and an increase in the size implies that each granule cell axon must gain dense projections. In addition, the remaining presynaptic boutons had a uniform density of synaptic vesicles even though the volume of the boutons and the area of the synaptic contact doubled. Thus, the number of synaptic vesicles gained in proportion to the total enlargement of the contact site and the bouton size. These results strongly suggest that deficits or losses in synaptic connections of parallel fibre on Purkinje cell spines produces a compensation in the total number of synaptic vesicles and presynaptic dense projections of the remaining boutons.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)